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DENVER BRONCOS QUOTES (10/24/11) 

 
SAFETY QUINTON CARTER 
 
On what the Broncos did defensively against Miami 
“The D-Line played really well up front, and that’s where it all starts, up front, and we were able to stop the run. You can play the 
pass really well if you stop the run, because it pretty much becomes predictable.” 
 
On having a veteran like S Brian Dawkins in the secondary 
“The film really speaks for itself. He had two big sacks, other big plays in the game. All these years of experience, I’m like a 
sponge just taking in knowledge from him.”  
 
On how S Brian Dawkins helps his game 
“Just knowing where to communicate, how to disguise and just knowing where our weaknesses are at and where we’re baiting 
them to go. It really helps us out and helps us play faster.” 
 

On the competition among defensive backs 
“It’s a competition. That will make the team better. You have to compete against somebody for a spot, which means you have to 
play better, so that’s all I’m looking to do. I know [CB] Chris [Harris] and [CB Jonathan [Wilhite], they’re looking to do the same 
thing, compete in practice and when the game time comes, make a difference. 
 
“I think it’s week-to-week. [CB] Champ [Bailey] and [S Brian] ‘Dawk’ [Dawkins], of course they’re going to be in there—they’ve 
been playing for tons of years, but with us, they want to see us improve, and that’s what we’re looking to do.”  
 
On how interchangeable the safety positions are 
“I’ve been playing strong [safety] since I’ve gotten here, and I was asked to go to free [safety], and of course I’m not going to turn 
it down. I’ll do whatever to get on the field. It’s where I needed to play, so I played it.” 
 
On the adjustment from strong safety to free safety 
“It’s really interchangeable. We learn all the positions. We have to know what the D-Line does, so we’re pretty much 
knowledgeable at every position.”  
  
On the exciting finish 
“It’s kind of like a dream, really. You dream of overtime games in the NFL. When it was there, it was fun to me. Chris [Harris] has 
been one of my best friends since I’ve gotten up here, and he got in the game and made some plays. It was exciting.”  
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